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Instagram

Audience Demographics
Age
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Geography

Impressions in 
the last 28 days

821,648

Reach in last 28 days

62,597

Highest engagement 
rate

11.49%

6.39%

Average engagement rate

Popular Buckinghamshire blog BabyinBucks.com was founded by local mum Hollie Stillion in 2020. It'
has quickly become the go to destination for Buckinghamshire based parents looking for ideas for
days out and ways to entertain their little ones. 

Baby in Bucks has worked successfully with a number of Buckinghamshire businesses to raise
awareness, increase their social followers and secure new business. These businesses include party
suppliers, restaurants, beauticians and childrens activity providers.

WWW.BABYINBUCKS.COM   |   HOLLIE@BABYINBUCKS.COM

Days Out
Family Travel

Lifestyle
Parenting

Baby in Bucks



Recent Stories

Top Recent Posts

Post Reach
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Website Analytics
Users Sessions Bounce Rate Session Duration

3.3K 4.4K 64.33% 1m 40s

Reel Views



Website Analytics
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Beyond The Brambles

Pocket Panda

Rachael Farr Advanced Beauty

The Rocket Oven

Testimonials

Hollie was an absolute pleasure to collaborate with. She created fantastic stories and a wonderful post
that generated many product sales and new followers.

I have done many collaborations over the last year since starting my small business but the
collaboration with Hollie was by far my most successful.

I would love to work with Hollie again in the future; she is extremely professional, her communication
and time keeping are excellent, and she is a genuinely lovely person.

I'm a local family photographer and offered Hollie (baby in bucks) a maternity shoot in exchange for
some Instagram posts. It was a huge success and resulted in me getting a swathe of new followers
and some fantastic interaction and a great number of enquiries and bookings. I managed to fill 3
months worth of shoots which I put down to Hollies extremely interactive follower base. Previous
clients also got in touch to say they'd seem the shoot on Baby In Bucks and they loved the photos so I
felt it got fantastic visibility and was a really worthwhile trade. After she had her new baby I offered to
do the same again but with her new son Theo. It was a pleasure working with Hollie and I've had a
lovely reaction from my old and new customer base as well as a fantastic amount of new business
through working with her and tapping into her avid followers.

I asked Hollie to come to my aesthetic skin clinic and share her review on her IG Page ‘Baby in Bucks’
and I was blown away with the response. Since doing the post (a month ago) it has generated 25 new
client bookings & 100 new followers and I know this will continue to increase as I am still getting new
bookings daily. 

I can’t thank Hollie enough as this is exactly what I needed since returning to work after being on
Maternity leave! I would highly recommend working with Hollie if you want to promote your business
in Bucks and want to target the mum community! Thanks again Hollie and I can’t wait to do more
posts down the line! 

Hollie’s promoting of our business through her social media channels was amazing. Within a few
hours we had a vast amount of interest and new local followers. In particular we had a lot of interest
from families which was the demographic we were aiming for.

We’ve been running for a few months now and we often find that new customers have heard of us
through Hollie’s Baby in Bucks account.

Hollie has also promoted us since our initial launch which we hugely appreciate. Thank you for your
help in making our new business a success so early on!


